self interest, were willing to have their " speculative scruples solved " by so-called, "practical public blessings." But the thinking and disinterested minds of the party, as well as the mass who were influenced by their counsels, continued to regard the claim of this power as dangerous heresy and to oppose it by every effort—an opposition of which the Journals of the National Legislature through several administrations furnish abundant evidence.
I never entertained a moment's doubt, after the delivery of the Inaugural Address, of the speedy reunion of the Republican party— excepting the personal adherents of Mr. Clay, but including a majority of its former supporters in the eastern states who had been drawn off to Mr. Adams by the consideration of his being an eastern man.
It suited the policy of the friends of the Administration, taking advantage of an article in the Albany Argus, newspaper, which was published without my knowledge and in well understood opposition to my opinions, and of the near expiration of my Senatorial term, to charge me, through their presses, with a concealment of my views in regard to the new government until I might secure my reelection: hence the imputation of non-commUtalism which became thence forward the parrot-note of my adversaries throughout my public career always applied to my sayings and writings except when it was supposed that more injury could be done by attributing to me the sentiments which I meant to express. My son, Col. Van Buren, on his return from the campaign in Mexico, described to me an incident amusingly illustrative of the tenacity with which this party catch-word of more than twenty years maintained its place in the vocabulary of those who had been accustomed to use it. At the hottest moment of the battle of Monterey, when it required all the circumspection of Gen. Taylor and his staff to avoid the cannonade of the enemy, directed against the position they occupied, Col. Baylie Peyton rode up to the General with a message from Gen. Worth who was stationed on the opposite side of the city. Having made his communication, he added that a letter had been found in the pocket of a dead cavalry officer from Santa Anna in regard to whose movements and plans there was great uncertainty and of course great interest. " Well," said the General, " which way is he moving? " "Upon that point" replied the Colonel, "his letter is quite Van Buren-ish. and leaves us altogether in the dark!" Gen. Taylor, who knew enough of party politics to recognise a portion of its vocabulary so notorious, and to his credit as a soldier very little more, turned to my son at his side and said, somewhat sharply, "Col. Peyton, allow me to introduce you to my aid Major Van Buren." Peyton, altho' a violent political partisan, was a generous

